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The President's Commission has requested further .... Ome investigation regarding the nick in the curb along the south - we Sy curb of Main Streot as shown in the photographs you submitted .: (sin with airtel 6/16/64, Copies of the Commission lettor and the *..’' photographs you submitted are attached for your guidance, There NX is also attached a copy of a letter to the Commission from —. : Assistant United Btates Attornoy, Martha Joe Btroud, Dallas... CK 4 Toxas, and an accompanying photograph of a nick 4n the curb taken ~y, . by Tom Dillard of the Dallas Morning Nows on 11/22/63,' - | 

You should first attempt to locate the nick in the curb a oo . and sutel the Bureau whether or not you can locate 4t. Since thy Pe nick area, if located, will be analyzed spectrographically in thid:-- Laboratory, you are cautionad not to clean the curb area or | iene “..%  @thorwise make any alterations that would effect such a Laboratotiy a examination, If the nick is located, you will bo furnished .. . o.. « detailed instructions regarding photographs to be made before © _e removal of this portion of the curbing as well as instructions a for removal after tho pictures are made, You should detormine oo through contact with appropriate Dallas officials whethor or noty .- -/ there 46 any objection to the romoval of a portion of the curbing; | 

S x the nick and tho curbing approximately four to six 4nches around 4 
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i.’ Book Depository Building (TSBDB). If you move along the south ~~": 

e curb of Main Streot until all objects 4n view are aligned as ~~, 

they are in the picture, that point should be within inches 0 

-, nick in the curb providing Mr. Underwood actually made the picture 

: from the nick as he stated. The best guide to use initially is ... 

_ the lamp post between the two buildings on the right side of the’. 

ad photograph, . After that 4s aligned, other objects can be checked - =~’. 

a such as the sign on the left and its relation to the steps and *. 

-“3  ¢he TSBDB as well as the lamp posts on the north side of Elm Street 

ee and their relation to specific areas of the TSBDB. Sutel results — 

) of efforts to locate the nick on the curbe =i os 

: The photographers, James Underwood and Tom Dillard, may 

“ be of assistance to you in locating the nick in the curb. ‘In this . 

tags, regard, you should interview both photographers and submit letterhead 

sy: memoranda dn compliance with Item 3 of the attached letter from the; 

7 - Commission, For your further dnformation, Item 1 of the Commission’s 

at. letter is being handled by the Laboratory. Item 2 will be handled 

on 8 by the Laboratory depending upon whether or not the nick in the curb .; 

can be located after which you will be furnished further instructions 

relative to submission of the piece of curbing. The Laboratory will 

. also make a comparison of photographs to be made after the nick is. -: 

“a located, with photographs made by Underwood and Dillard as requested . 
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